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Charming illustrations and playful rhythmic verse make real-life learning fun by taking babies and

toddlers on an adventurous discovery of water and its many sources. Squeezable and floatable,

Water, Water, Everywhere can be enjoyed in and out of the tub.
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Hi,I'm originally from Germany... so sorry for my English.I bought this book in the USA a few weeks

ago for my little daughter and after I opened the package I realized the extreme smell. After one

week on the balcony and several washes in our sink i`ve looked up the materials and WAS

SHOCKED!!!I found out that it`s a forbidden material for any toys in Europe!The vinylchloride that

smells like plastic has an extremely high potential to create cancer like lung cancer. The more you

can smell it - the more toxicc it is!! It destroys the kidneys and the liver and is dangerous for your

fertility!!Especially the phthalates that make the hard PVC soft can be inhaled and penetrates the

skin. Babys that chew on it or just touch it and play with it have a high blood level of PVC remains,

that you can measure for a long time.Be careful!

My daughter likes the book ok, although not as much as magic fish. It's a cute book, but I wouldn't

buy it used. It wasn't as clean as I expected...it was easy to clean but i.was a little off put when it



came in dirty.

LOVE this book! Got it for my sons 1st birthday. He loves it. It so really well made. Quite a bit larger

and thicker than the average bath book with i like. Works really well at helping a potty training

toddler to sit on the potty as well when they are too busy to focus! My son loves this book.

We bought this for our 6 month old who loves books and he was instantly taken with th e bright

illustrations and the strange new texture. The story is catchy enough to keep his interest and I love

the suggestions on the back for activities that you can do to help your child develop ( if you have

one of the Lamaze books this will be very familiar).The book works well in the bath and my wee

one,over the fact that it floats and he can turn the pages without having to hold it.A winner all round

for us

I have always really liked the Baby Einstein videos and products... But this book didn't quite live up

to its name. The illustrations are okay... But the colors and images just don't seem as fun or striking

as they could be. (Granted, I'm very picky because I have worked as an illustrator.). But I think the

book lacks creativity and detail.The only reason I kept it is because my little 14 month toddler loves

to EAT books... So the plastic is the only redeeming factor. Perhaps my expectations were too high.

I haven't even used it in the water yet, but I put it with his cloth books and he chooses it for me to

read to him often. It is plastic, not cloth, so can be used in the tub. It also has pictures of other

creatures he likes, like birds and worms and ladybugs and the story is cute.

I purchased this at the same time I purchased "Sleepy Bunny" book for infants. It is bright and eye

catching. However, I gave it as a gift and I think it will be fun when the babies can sit up in the

bathtub to read!

I bought this as a replacement for the same book that we forgot in our hotel while in vacation. Its a

cute book and held up well over a year or so of use, but it was more expensive than what we had

paid in the store. However, we had a 3 year old who wanted his bath book, and avoiding tears for a

couple dollars extra is money well spent! Not the most thrilling story line ever, but what can you

expect in a bath book?
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